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“WHAT ARE YOU DOING?” “WELL, MR. PRESIDENT,”
THE JANITOR RESPONDED, “I’M HELPING TO PUT A

HUMAN ON THE MOON.”

John F. Kennedy was reminded of the lesson of seeing the bigger picture & doing the

work linked to your values when we walked past a janitor in NASA space center in 1961.



According to Harvard Business Review, 9 out of 10 people are willing to earn less

money for meaningful work. Meaning-making and doing work linked to our core

values is an essential feature of human existence. Proactively reflecting on "why

we are doing what we are doing" and aligning our relations and work strategy

helps to create a fulfilled personal and professional life consciously.   

Meaning Quotient - MQ Learning helps executives, teams, and organizations to

meaningfully transform using the framework of Values(I), Relations (We), &

Strategy(It) development. Our carefully curated experiential programs led by

highly experienced, inter-disciplinary facilitators leverage the modalities of:

- Philosophical and Psychological Self Inquiry (Western & Eastern)

- Business Management

- Arts & Culture

Building a valuable future starts withs leading through inner values.

VALUES

"I"

STRATEGY

"It"

RELATIONS

"We"

WHY MQ LEARNING?

WHAT DOES MQ LEARNING OFFER FOR COMPANIES?

Our catalog of Core Programs is designed on the basis of intensive action-research and has been proven

by successful applications in major organizations. 

We work with companies to (co)-create Bespoke Programs responding to specific needs.

We offer Self-Leadership program with  "3-hr Workshop Series" open to cross-industry participation.

All our programs are devised for both face-to-face and online interactions.

- Our Framework -



In this program, leaders engage with servant leadership principles to

shape a people network that can leverage collective intelligence.

The fourth industrial revolution has unleashed the power of the

individual voice, infusing a new layer of collective intelligence.

Through empathetic listening, radical collaboration, and systemic

thinking, leaders enable a whole more significant than the sum of its

parts. In short, we shift the question from "What do I want?" towards

"How can I serve?"

SERVANT LEADERSHIP  FOR
COLLABORATIVE ENGAGEMENT
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INNER VALUES BASED

DECISION MAKING 

EMPATHETIC

LISTENING

RADICAL

COLLABORATION

SYSTEMIC

THINKING

2-4 days;

Potential to select or

stagger modules to

create bespoke

programs. 
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In this program, teams synthesize their shared values and purpose to

become more values-driven and cohesive.

The knowledge of values provides the North Star for our existence.

By respecting the foundation of diversity through shared values, a

new collective bond emerges, enabling teams to reach even higher

and achieve their common purpose. According to E&Y research,

60% of teams with defined values and purpose perform 10x better. 

TEAM COHESION BASED ON
SHARED VALUES & PURPOSE

KEY
MODULES

RESONANCE WITH

INDIVIDUAL INNER VALUES 

FORMULATION OF

TEAM SHARED VALUES 

FORMULATION OF TEAM

SHARED PURPOSE

ALIGNMENT WITH

COMPANY PURPOSE

1-2 days;

Potential to select or

stagger modules to

create bespoke

programs. 



In this program, managers learn to step back, see the big picture, 

 and design structured solutions to become a strategic partner.

When we are too busy in the weeds of our daily work, sometimes we

move far away from the original problem. The simple strategic

consulting skills like issue trees based problem solving, pyramid

principle, MECEness, and storyboarding allow us to be structurally

grounded with the bigger picture, improve the work efficiency, and

communicate effectively. We can even become a strategic partner

of the leadership team, guiding them to make the right decisions.

STRATEGIC MANAGEMENT FOR
BIG P ICTURE THINKING
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METHODICAL

PROBLEM SOLVING  

STRUCTURING

STRATEGIC PROJECTS

STORYBOARDING

STRATEGIC

PRESENTATIONS

RESULTS BASED

COMMUNICATION

2-4 days;

Potential to select or

stagger modules to

create bespoke

programs. 
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PEOPLE MANAGEMENT FOR MUTUAL SUCCESS

In this program, managers learn to embrace different styles, provide

constructive feedback, & steer stakeholder relations.

Starting with Self, we engage in a widening web of relationships

extending to internal teams, external stakeholders, and beyond. Any

successful relationship is a dynamic interaction between different

personalities, for a specific purpose, involving deep listening,

constant feedback, and trust-based negotiation. In human

relationships, simplicity is the ultimate sophistication. 

KEY
MODULES

2-4 days;

Potential to select or

stagger modules to

create bespoke

programs. 

STRONG & FLEXIBLE

TEAM BUILDING 

ENGAGING SYSTEMICALLY

WITH STAKEHOLDERS

HAVING DIFFICULT

CONVERSATIONS 

INNER VALUES BASED

DECISION MAKING 



FOUNDER & FACILITATOR

Embracing the philosophy of multi-disciplinary learning, Deepak holds  degrees  in the
fields of Technology (MTech - India), Business (MBA, HSG Switzerland), and Humanity
(MA - Philosophy, California; Coach CPCC, ACC). With 15+ years in the corporate world,
he has held executive positions in companies like Accenture, Deutsche Post DHL and
Zurich Insurance Company. He has also designed and led the Learning & Development
area for a strategic consulting unit. 

Contact: deepak@mq-learning.com

ADVISORY COUNCIL

Deepak Bansal

Robert McDermott Victoria Bejarano Yanling Duan Debashish Banerji

President Emeritus CIIS,
Education Boards Member

Insurance Veteran,
Financial Boards Member

Chairwoman Blockbase
Davos, HeARTech Fund

Chair East-West Psychology
CIIS, Author, Art Curator



OUR FACILITATING PARTNERS

Sarita Sehgal

Cross-sector Partnerships,
Intl. Development, Coach,
Vedantic Philosophy

Strategy Consultant,
Executive Coach,
Musician

Michael Müller

TOGETHER WE ENABLE UN SDGS

Diego Hangartner Toni Cortese Christopher Miller Suzanne Hégelé

Mental Balance & Univeral
Ethics, Cofounder Mind &
Life Europe

Leadership Coach,
Diversity Champion,
Investment Banking

Assistant Professor Jainism
& Yoga Studies, Author,
Community-Builder

Documentary Producer,
Community Bridge-
Builder, Storyteller



The way MQ Learning designs and facilitates their
workshops is shaped by the creativity that was deeply
rooted in rich and versatile life experience. The depth of
conversations is truly what we need in the business world.
Chunfeng D., Leadership Learning Digital, ABB

Credit to MQ Learning for so effortlessly creating an
environment where we all felt comfortable to put work,
organisation, and status to one side and share our
humanity with each other. 
Steven S., Portfolio Manager, Zurich Insurance

Truly enjoyed the strategic project management
workshop with MQ Learning: It helped me to become
more efficient in my everyday life and shed light on some
of my blind spots. It was a pleasure and a privilege.
Niniane P., Managing Director, SDI

This experience of dialogue, inspiration and reflection
was very powerful and gave a new wave of energy to all
participating change-makers. Now I'm convinced: system
change starts with deeper connection and resilience.
Laurène D., Lead, Climathon Zürich



        LEARNING

Meaning Quotient GmbH

Zürich, Switzerland

MQ Learning provides self-inquiry based
embodied programs integrating self, relations,
and work, ensuring deep internal resonance and
practical external applicability.

THE FUTURE OF WORK CONSISTS OF
LEARNING A LIVING

Marshall McLuhan

mq-learning.com


